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MEMORANDUM FOR: Robert M. Bernero, Director, HMSS r

'

Thomas E. Murley, Director, NRR. WG
Eric S. Beckjord, Director, RES
Thomu T. Martin, Regional Administrator, RI *!
Stewart D. Ebneter Regional Administrator, Ril t

A.BertDavis,RegIonalAdministrator,R111
Robert D. Martin, Regional Administrator, RIV

iJohn B. Martin, Regional Administrator, RV
i

tROM: James M. Taylor i

Executive Director for Operations
,

SUBJtCT: GUIDANCE ON FEDERAL REGISTER NOTIFICATION OF RULLMAKINGS i

AND LICENSING Ac110N5 WHICH EXEMPT MATERIAL FROM REGULATORY
-

'

CONTROL
,

..

The purpose of th15 memorandum is to provice interim guidance in 11ght of the
Commission's policy statement on "Below Regulatory Concern (BRC)'', on

*

Federal Register notification of rulemakings and licensing actions involving
exemption decisions. The BHC policy statement states that opportunity for public
comment will be provided through noticing in the Federal Hegister, for rulemakings
and any new licensing actions involving the exemption of small quantities of
radioactive materials from regulatory control where generic exemption provisions

-

have not already been estehlished. The statement permits the continued use of
existing generic exemption provisions that do not require a Federal Register
Notice until the generic exemption has been reviewed for cor.sistency with the
URC policy. Licensing actions taken in accordance with such provisions may
continue to be issued without such notice, unless notice is otherwise required

:(for example, Part 51 may require notice).

I have included as enclosures to this memorandum, interim guidance on how to 3

proceed with exemption decisions in the near term. In preparing these enclosures,
the staff has taken a broad look at existing exemption provisions and has -

i

identified all those which could be relevant to the BRC policy. Enclosure 1'

provides guidance for NRR actions and Enclosure 2 provides guidance for HMSS ,

and regional actions. Federal Register Notices required for regional actions '

,

should be preparea by the region follosing existing guidance. If you have any
questions on this matter, clease contact Lemoine J. Cunningham for NRR
questions (492-1086) or Join Hickey for HMSS questions (492-3425).

:

/
,

mes M. T lor ;
'xecutive irector for Operations

As stated
'

;Enclosures: -

Oyf 300 l @ :

, ENCLOSURE 6 '
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'
ENCLOSURE 1'

<

NRR GUIDELINES FOR PUBLIC NOTICE
OF LICENSING ACTIONS RELATED TO THE

BRC POLICY

POWER AND NON-POWER REACTOR LICENSEES
CONTACT: L. J. Cunningham, NRR, 492-1086

1. The following licensing actions do not need to be noticed in the
Federal Register, unless there is a previously existing requirement for

'

such notice; such as a $ holly Notice or 10 CFR 51:

a. Authorizations based on *egulations or guidance issued after June 27,
1990, if the regulations or guidance do not themselves require notice
and were develo)ed in accordance with the BRC policy and noticed for

r deral Register,connent in the e

b. Authorizations in accordance with provisions of 10 CFR Section
20.303,20.306,30.15(a),30.18,and30.20.

c. Onsite burials in non-Agreement States approved pursuant to 10 CFR
Section 20.302.*

d. Authorizations to release equipment or facilities for unrestricte6
use in accordance with the guidelines in Regulatory Guide 1.86,
NRC Circular 81-07, Information Notice 85-92 or environmental
lower limits of detection (LLD's) contained in NUREG-0472.

e. Approvals of incineration pursuant to 10 CFR Section 20.305, if the
ash is disposed as non-BRC radioactive waste, transferred to a
licensed person, or contains non-detectable radioactivity.

2. The following licensing actions must be noticed in the. Federal Register,
with at least a 30-day comment period,

a. Any action not covered by No. I which uses the BRC policy as justification
for approval.

b. Any exemption authorization involving transfer of radioactive
materialtounregulatedstatus,notcoveredby1(b)above,wherea,

dose analysis is performed, and the projected doses exceed the BRC
,

| criteria.

c. Any 20.302 off-site burial.* .

d. Any authorization for incineration which allows disposal of ash
which contains detectable levels of radioactivity as BRC waste,

e. Any NRR approval letter, license amendment or change in Technical
Specifications that requires notice in the Federal Register

^

(Sho11yNotice).

| ' Note that actions under 20.302 do not remove material from regulatory
control unless specifically so stated; thus 20.302 approvals may not
be subject to BRC policy.

.
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ENCLOSURE 2*
,-

NMSS GUIDEllNES FOR PUBLIC NOTICE
Of LICENSING ACTIONS RELATED TO THE ;

BRC P0llCY

FUEL CYCLE AND MATERIAL LICENSEES
CONTACT: John Hickey, NMSS, 492-3425

1. The following licensing actions do not need to be noticed in the Federal Register,
unless there is a previously existing requirement for such notice

Authorizations based on regulations or guidance issued af ter June 27, .

a.
1990, if the regulations or guidence do not themselves require
notice and were developed in accordance with the BRC policy and
noticed for consnent in the Federal Register,

b. Authorizations in accordance with provisions of 10 CFR Section

31.11(f)20.306, 30.14, 30.15(a), 30.16, 30.18, 30.19),30.20. 31.7
>

20.303
,35.92,39.47.39.49,39.77,40.13,40.22(b and40.25(e).

Onsite buria% approved pursuant to 10 CFR Section 20.302, in ,

c. dated October 9,accordance with Policy and Guidance Directive FC 86-10
1986, orth!FederalRegisternoticeentitled'DisposalorOnsite
Storage of Thorium or Uranium Wastes * 46 FR 52061, October 23, 1981.*

''

d. Authorizations to release equipment or facilities for unrestricted
use in accordance with the guidelines in Policy and Guidance
Directives FC 83-3', dated March 7, 1983, and FC 83-23, dated

>

November 3, 1983.

e. Authorizations to dispose of waste which has been held for decay to
non-detectable radiation levels,

f. Aparovals of incineration pursuant to 10 CFR Section 20.305, if the~

asi is disposed as non BRC radioactive wasie, transferred to a
licensed person, or contains non-detectable radioactivity.

2. The following licensing actions, including renewals, must be noticed in
the Federal Register, with at least a 30-day coninent period. .

Any action not covered by No. I which uses the BRC policy as justificationa.
for approval,

b. Any exemption authorization involving transfer of radioactive
materialtounregulatedstatus,notcoveredby1(b)above,wherea ,

dose analysis is performed, and the projected doses exceed the BRC
criteria,

Any 20.302 off-site burial or any burial which is not in accordancec.
with Policy and Guidance Directive FC 86-10 or 46 FR 52061.*

d. Any authorization for incineration which allows disposal of ash ,

which contains detectable levels of radioactivity as BRC waste.

Any authorization to distribute a new type of consumer product on ae.
license-exempt basis which has not been previously authorized.

* Note that actions under 20.302 do not remove materials from regulatory
control unless specifically so stated; thus 20.302 approvals may not
be subject to BRC policy.

1
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For: The Comissioners

From: James M. Taylor, Executive Director for Operations

i Subject: STAFF ACTION PLAN FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF BELOW REGULATORY
! CONCERN POLICY

~

Purpose: To inform the Commission of the staff action plander4he .

j implementation of the Below Regulatory ConcerrHolicy (BRC) "

Requirements Memorandum (SRM)ginally requested in the Staff 1989, concerning
Statement. This plan was orii

!
of October 13,for such a plan

wasreiteratedinthe(revised))SRMofJune
the subject policy (Eiiclosure 1. The need

28, 19901

(Enclosure 2). The Comission also requested an addition to
.

the plan concerning some generally licensed products in an
| SRH of August 13,1990(Enclosure 3).
.

Sumary: This paper presents resource estimates and projected schedulest

! for activities related to implementation of the subject policy
i as requested by the Comission. It also describes the activities
: that have been initiated in these areas. The staff intends to

,

proceed with the activities outlined in this action plan unless,

! directed otherwise by the Commission. The resources known at
this time to be necessary to implement this plan are included>

in the latest revision of the Five-Year Plan. * litional
L resource needs identified as a result of- the simes

(3(a)and7(a)below)conductedundertheplanwillbeincludedin
; future revisions of the Five-Year Plan.
,

Background: The Commission has recently published the policy statement on,

below regulatory concern (previously referred t'o as the4

exemptionpolicy). The SRM of October 13 1989, directed the
stafftoprepareanactionplantoaccomplishcertainactivities 4

involved in implementing that policy. This )lan covers: 1
activities identified by the Comission@+ ut 14me (it.e(ms) those

-

(3)
through (6) below); (2) areviously initiated activities which also-,

| relate to implementing tie policy (items'(1) and (2) below);

f , 08'M
!

i Contact: ;

C. R. Mattsen, RES;

! 492-3638

4

4
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The Commissioners 2

and(3)consistentwiththeSRMofAugust13 1990 consideration -/ '
exemptions of certain generally licensed devices (Item 7). ~

To restate, the activities covered by this plan are:

(1) Rulemaking and associated tasks currently planned
or in progress that fall within the framework of the ,

policy;

(2) Evaluation of and action on petitions for rulemaking
to establish or modify exemption levels;

(3) (a) A systematic assessment of existing exemptions
in the regulations for conformance with the
policy, and

(b) Revision of those regulations identified in the
systematic dssessment that require modification
to be consistent with the policy;

(4) Development of guidance on cons.sts.t implementatien
of the policy in licensing actions and rulemaking;

(5) Development of a program of information
dissemination concerning the policy and its
implementation;

(6) Development of a program to ensure that necessary
health effects research is conducted and the results
used to monitor the effectiveness of policy
implementation; and

(7) (a) Evaluation of five identified generally licensed
devices for possible exemption under the policy,
and

(b) Rulemaking as appropriate to eRmpt these
devices.

Discussi Activity (1) includes: (a) development of interim guidance
and rulemaking on residual radioactivity criteria for the
release to unrestricted use of facilities and sites
(decommissioning); (b) development of residual radioactivity
cr Meria for equipment and materials (recycling); (c) contractor
study and eventual generic rulemaking for BRC waste (in
accordance with the December 2,1986, advance notice of
proposed rulemaking); and (d) evaluation of potential doses from
reconcentration of radionuclides in sewage sludge to provide
input to a reconsideration of sewage limits.

!
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The Contissioners 3

Activity (2)includesplanstoevaluateandrespondto i

anticipated petitions for rulemaking to exempt waste streams I

from regulatory control. Two such petitions f rom Rockefeller '

Institute and one from the University of Utah related to
biomedical wastes have been received. A petition that had been
anticipated from NUMARC, requesting exemption of certain reactor
waste streams, now is not expected in the foreseeable future.

Activity (3)(a),thesystematicassessmentofexistingexemptions,
involves two steps. The first step, identification of existing
exemptions in the regulations, is essentially complete. The
list of exemptions is included as Enclosure 4. The list includes
only those exemptions contained in the regulations to which
the policy statement could be applicable; that is those that
involve release of radioactive material from regulatory control
in some manner. Some exemptions are not written explicitly as
exemptions from specif.ic regulations, rather they are
requirements pertaining to releases of radioactive material.
All such regulatans are included in Enclosure 4 for completeness.
However based on ome preliminary considerations, certain of
these wIll not neco to se reevaluated in order to assure
consistency of the regulations. For example, as noted in
Enclosure a, three of t5e cited paragraphs, il 20.302,20.106(b),
and 50.366, allow for car 3pecific exemptions and do not contain
specific criteria which are deemed inconsistent with the
policy.

Inaddition,certainoftheseregulations;namely,il20.106(a)
(which governs effluents to air and water) and 20.303 (which
governs releases into sanitary sewage systems) are intended to
ensure compliance with the overall dose limit ..nd not to ge-
nerically define as low as is reasonably achieable (ALARA)
releases. Other effluent release limits either incorporate
ALARA considerations generically or are otherwise lower than
the overall dose limit because of generally applicable
environmental standards of the EPA. In all cases, effluent
limits provide an upper bound on controlled releases to which
ALARA measures are to be applied by individual liceasees. A
revision of the overall limits for effluents presently contained
in il 20.106 and 20.303 is included in the overall revision of
10 CFR Part 20 which has been approved by the Commission and
is undergoing detailed revisions in wording by the staff.
(This rulemaking would also add to 10 CFR Part 20 the requirement -

that ALARA be applied by all individual licensees.) Because
these limits are so broad in their application, it is probably
not practical nor desirable to attempt to apply ALARA generically
as would be done for the more practice-specific regulations
which were the focus of the policy statement.

However, as noted above, activity (1) includes a reevaluation
ofpotentialdosesassociatedwithsewagelimits(i20.303).

.

-- ,
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The Comissioners 4

A contractor study was initiated in 1987 and is scheduled for
completion by early 1991 (as shown in Enclosure 5). The staff
will consider whether further modifications to i 20.303 are
appropriate at that time.

Another regulation governing effluents, Part 50 Apoendix 1,
was developed as a generic ALARA regulation. Althoegh *

technology may be somewhat improved since the original
analysis, no major flaw has appeared in the original basis for
these ALARA criteria, Therefore, the staff does not believe
that these criteria should be reexamined further.

The second step to be undertaken is to systematically assess
the doses for each exemption. This task will be accomplished
with contractor assistance. in those cases where the
exemption results in doses that exceed the individual and/or
collective dose criteria of the policy, a ost-benefit
analysis will be performed to determine whether the doses-

resulting from the exemption are ALARA. After these dose
estimates and subsequent analyses are completed, the staff
will be in a position to determine which exemption regulations
are candidates for revision in order to achieve consistency
with the policy. Examination of the principal literature on
previous estimates of doses from specific exemptions has been
initiated. Existing dose estimates, if judged adequate, could
be the basis for determining that the dose criteria of the
policy are unlikely to be exceeded. Also, existing analyses
may provide at least a partial basis for decisions on whether
ALARA is met for exemptions exceeding the dose criteria.
However, for consistency, dose estimation should be conducted
as uniformly as practical Pith a consistent, up-to-date model
and modeling assumptic ::. As indicated ' ~ 'losure 5, the
preliminary schedule for completion of t essment of
existing exemptions is September 1903, h, - <, this depends
on the number and complexity of the ALARA ' alyses needed...

Activity (3)(b) will involve the rulemaking actions necessary
to revise exemptions for consistency with the policy statement.

i The number and extent of these rulemaking actions cannot be
! precisely determined until the systematic assessment has been

completed. However, preliminary reviews suggest that at least
six rulemakings are likely to be needed. The effort necessary
to conduct these rulemakings is included in the staff's resource
estimate. Any other rulemaking actions determined to be|

'

necessary as a result of the systematic assessment will require
additional resources in the period 1993 and beyond. The order
of the six rulemakings discussed below is not meant as an
indication of their priorities.

3

i
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One rulemaking that has been identified by the preliminary
review as a candidate for conforming the regulations to the

the specific individual dose
policywouldbereducing28applicabletogasandaerosolcriterion in 10 CFR i 31..
detectors (smoke detectors) from 5 mrem / year to 1 mrer/ year.
The 5 mrem / year criterion was part of the initial rulemaking
for smoke detectors in 1969 and was compatible with the
developing industry's practice for the quantities of Am 241
used per detector at tie time. As a result of advancements in
the design of smoke detectors and the issuance in 1977 of the
internationally accepted Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) smoke
detector standard with its recommended limit of 1 microcurie
of Am-241 per detector, manufacturers are generally making smoke
detectors which meet the 1 mrem / year criterion. Given the
present situation, an ALARA analysis would not support the
continued use of a 5 mrem / year criterion. Thus a rather
straightforward rulemaking would make this regulation consistent
with the interim criterion for practices involving widespread
distribution of materials in the policy statement. It would
preclude unnecessary doses in the future and would be consistent
with the international regulatory community.

The second rulemaking that would appear to be necessary to
conform the regulations to the policy is a revision of 10 CFR
Part 40, " Domestic Licensing of Source Material," to update
the requirements and to improve tracking of exemptions by the
Commission. The staff has been aware for a number of years
that such a rulemaking is desirable. In addition to updsting
the requirements for the source material exemptions revision
oftherulewouldappeartobecriticaltotheabi1Ityofthe
Commission to monitor the effectiveness of the policy and,

i maintain total exposures from multiple sources within the
l appropriate limit. A rulemaking to revise 10 CFR Part 40 may

,

! involve revamping the regulation to make it more consistent
) with the approach taken in 10 CFR Part 30 for the regulation
- of byproduct material and consider other aspects of source

material licensing beyond the exemptions. Concerning the
source material exemptions in Part 40, requirements similar to
those applicable to the distribution of materials and products
exempt from licensing under Part 30, such as quality assurance,
may be considered. Better controls and information on distribution
of source materials to unrestricted use may be especially
important to the Commission's stated intent to control " multiple"
exposures since the consumer products previously estimated to
produce the greatest collective ex
Before initiating this rulemaking,posures contain source material.a preliminary research and
cost effectiveness study would be conducted to determine the
most effective approach.

.
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,

A third potential rulemaking that may be necessary to achieve
consistency of the regulations with the policy statement would
be modifications of references to an outright prohibition of'

the use of radioactive material in food, beverages, cosmetics,
drugs, toys, adornments, or otherwise designed for ingestion,
inhalation, or application to the human body. Some part of

this prohibition appears at least four p) laces in the regulations
*

,

(66 30.14, 30.19, 32.11(c), and 32.18(b) . Although this may i
be a relatively simple rulemaking, it may also be controversial i

and raise public opposition. Also, other agencies such as the |Food and Drug Administration and the Consumer Product Safety |

Comission may have a regulatory interest in such modifications. !

Additionally, a rulemaking which should be seriously considered
would be to resume annual reporting of quantities of materials
and products distributed to exempt persons. Such a
requirement would be in keeping with the Commission's stated
intent that it will maintain cognizance over the types of
exemptions granted and the quantities of material distributed
under exemptions. Since 1983, reports have been required only,

every 5 years without the requirement to break the data down
by years. This has made it difficult for the staff to
maintain a clear picture of distribution trends of materials
and products to exempt persons. Information of this type will
be important if the NRC is to keep current on the amount of
materials being released to unrestricted use and to carry out
the stated intant to ensure that the exposures of the public
from all sources controlled by the NRC do not exceed 100 mrem /yr. -

Keeping up with information on the distribution of materials
on an annual basis will also be important in achieving an effective
continuing public information program.

In addition to these four rulemakings, the staff believes that
two rulemakings to revise the exempt quantities and exempt
concentration tables of 10 CFR Part 30 will be necessary after
completion of the assessment and calculation of doses based
u)on updated models and scie tific information. However,
t1ese and other amendments and revisions to specific exemption
regulations can only be initiated after completion of the review
and assessment of the respective individual exemptions for
consistency with the policy statement.

In addition to rule changes, there are other documents, such
as regulatory guides, standard review plans, and possibly
branch positions that may also need revision because of
inconsistencies either with the policy itself or with the|

i amendments made to the regulations. The staff has not yet
identified all the specific revisions that might be needed and
thus cannot estimate at this-time what level of effort will be
necessa ry. A somewhat lower priority will be given to these
tas ks. Those revisions that reflect changes to existing

,-- - -- - --. . .- --
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i
j

regulations governing exemptions or any new guidance needed I4

I for new exemptions would be initiated af ter the associated s

! rulemaking is well underway. One document that has been
.

: identified is Standard Review Plan 11.6, " Method for
Obtaining Approval of Proposed Disposal Procedures," which is

; presently under development by NRR. This SRP adt' esses ,

requests for approval under i 20.302 to dispose of licenseds
'

material in a nner not otherwise authorized in the regulations.
- m a nou the Regional offices and the Ageement States _-

' Ip can author ze these disposals, a forma,l review piac with,

uniform criteria is needed in order to provide a consistent
a>proach in staff evaluations. One issue to-be resolved is !,

w1 ether DRC criteria are applicable to actions taken under'

i 20.302 which do not remove materials from regulatory control.
: This issue, and others related to i 20.302 disposals, is the

subject of a separate Comission paper being prepared by the'

;

1 staff.
t

The remaining three areas of effort that were specifically
requested by the Commission in the October 13, 1989, SRM
(activities (4) through (6)) are relatively straightforward.
Resource estimates for these activities do not depend to any
extent on the outcome of the systematic assessment and associated
rulemaking tasks.'

For activity (4), the development of g' uidance for the staff
to ensure consistent implementation o the polic a task
force approach has been used, _involvin knowledg able staff
from the various offices whose work wi 1 need to incorporate

'the policy. Guidance was distributed on July 30 1990,
.

describing when Federal Register notification of,rulemakings
and licensing actions is necessary (Enclosure 6).. Other'
guidance wili be developed on an "as needed" basis as-issues
a,re identified. As distinct from the development ofte ulatory -

,

fuidesassociatedwithspecificregulations, activity ()is-
to develop generic guidance on BRC issuesi e.g., criteria for..| -

.

defining a' practice.-

In regard to activity (5) concerning 'information'~ dissemination,,

'

GPA has prepared and is distributing the " plain En lish"
pamphlet on exemptions. In addition to.that'and o her_ planned
information dissemination, the staff has been and will continue
to be responding to many;1etters of inquiry, including a -large
number of Congressional requests. Besides the written
documents, the staff is actively presenting and explaining the
>olicy in various technical : professional, and public forums.
Furthermore.._the staff will maintain cognizance of efforts
involved in a Comittee on Interagency Radiation Research

i

I
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,

and policy Coordination (CIRRPC) initiative to develop a
national policy on education of the public regarding the risks
from radiation.

In regard to activity (6), concerning health effects research,
there are currently several initiat|ves underway. These' -

include examination of effects from h!qh-LET radiation for
.

incorporation into NUREG/CR 4214 and c'dirmatory research ono
j effects of hot particles on the skin. In addition, the NRC

staff participates forme 11y in several autMritative commit-'

'

tees and panels such as the CIRRpt Science P0nel. There are,

also other ongoing activities, such as attending professional
meetings and symposia and keeping informed @out other involved
agencies' activities, through which the_ staff currently keeps
abreast of and encourages appropriate health effects research.
The task called for in this plan is to review, maintain, and
possibly augment the ongoing program to assure staff cognizance
of health effects research and ensure that necessary research
is conducted. In addition, this information will be utilized
in evaluating the implementation of the BRC policy. The staff
recognizes, in view of the invaluable etential information
on human health effects arising from tn accident at Chernobyl
and the dramatic advances in molecular and cellular biology in
the last 15 years, the need to maintain cognizance of the
field and to reflect the new information in NRC's regulatory
program. The importanca of these events is described below.

The health effects from the Chernobyl release could be expected
to provide information on the health effects of interest to
the NRC. However, the Soviets appear to have limited economic
resources and thus plan only limited national support to gather
health effects data. The US-USSR Joint Coordinating Committee
for Civilian Nuclear Reactor Safety is currently preparing research
protocols for work with the Soviets.

In regard to the need for evaluating the advances in biology,
the staff is aware that a significant reduction in the
uncertainties associated wita risk coefficients might be-
achieved with a better understanding of the basic processes _of
radiation carcinogenesis and mutagenesis through studies on.
radiation effects at the molecular and cellular levels. Of
course, the Departments of Energy and Health and Human Services
have the major responsibility for health effects research,
however, it t important that expertise in contemporary
radiobiology be maintained within the staff to properly advise
the Connission on and take advantage of advances in this science.

| ,

|
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To this end, a research program is now underway assessing the
utility of such studies to NRC programs and will be a catalyst
for future cooperative research eff orts in this area.

A scientifically valid research program that could detect or
measure health effects, if any, due to BRC levels of radiation
is not considered f easible. However, the effectiveness of the
BRC policy can be evaluated with a periodic review of the dose
estimates from the aggregate of all the actual BRC practices
that have been approved by the Commission. The frequency of
the periedic evaluation of the aggregated doses will reflect
the number and kinds of BRC practices that the Commission
approves and that are implemented. As a result, if the number
of approved BRC practices grows significantly over the next
several years, additional resources will be included in upcates
of the five Year Plan to assure a comprehensive and valid
monitoring program.

In regard to activity (7)(a), the evaluation of certain
generally licensed devices for possible exemption under the
policy statement, the analyses necessary are essentially the
same as for the reevaluation of existing exemptions. Five
devices were identified by the staff in SECY 90-175 as
candidates for exemption: (1)staticeliminatorscontaining
krypton 85; (ii) beta backscatter devices (iii) gas
chromatographs containing nickel-63; (iv);x-ray fluorer,cence
analyzers containing cadmium-109 and iron 55, but excluding
those containing curium-244 and americium-241; and (v) certain
calibration end reference sources having small activities.
Dose estimates will be made for comparison with the BRC
criteria, and if necessary cost / benefit analyses will also be
done. Because the work to be done on this task is the same as
that for the reevaluation of existing exemptions and because
of the importance of using a consistent approach, activities
(3)(a)and(7)(a)willbecarriedoutincombinationwiththe
assistance of a contractor.

Presuming that the above assessment indicates that certain
generally licensed devices should be exempted under the BRC
policy, appro)riate rulemakings (activity (7)(b)) will be
initiated in !Y 1993 as shown in Enclosure 5. As many as five
separate rulemakings may eventually be undertaken. Resource
estimates for these rulemakings will be included in the next
uadate of the Five-Year Plan if the evaluations demonstrate
t1at exemptions are indeed appropriate.

1
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2
Resources: The FY 1991 1995 Five-Year Plan includes resources to carry

j out all of the known activities described above. The FTE
resources by Office for these activities ere shown below:'

FY 91_ FY 92 FY 93 {JY,,9_4, FY 95
'

RES
j FTE 7.0* 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0
W

1 NMSS

| FTE 1.0 1.0- 1.0 1.0 1.0

GPA.

FTE 1.9 1.6 1.4 -0.3 0.3 !,

! 1

ADM |,

FTE 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
4 :

TOTAL 10.1 9.8 9.6 8.5 8.5
;

* Include. ' .erhire positions.j
1

The above resource estir..ates generally represent minimum,

requirements which could be higher d6pending on the difficulty
of the specific tasks identified. In addition to the NRC>

staff resources, En additional 50.5 million ser year in,

contractor assistance-has been included in t1e Five Year Plan
for the dose evaluations and the cost benefit analyses of
activities (3)(a)and(7)(a). However, the~ total cost of-

these activities cannot be determined at this time. The
actual cost of the dose assessments will depend on the
extent that existing information can show consistency with the
policy without extensive reevaluation. The total cost for the.

i cost-benefit analyses and environmental assessments or impact
-statementswilldependonthenumberofexemptions(andpotential
exemptions)withdosesexceedingthecriteria,onthecomplexities
associated with the specific exemptions involved, and on the,

depth of.the analysis necessary to determine consistency with
the policy statement. Based upon previous experience a full'

scope Environmental Impact Statement, if necessary for, one of
the more difficult exemptions, could cost $2 million. However,
reexamination of some of the consumer products on a cost-benefit
basis could be relatively simple in some cases and considerably
less costly,

in addition the above estimates include resources for development
of the rules, described above but do not include resources for
associated licensing and inspection activities. Resource

.

.
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for: The Commissioners

from: James M. Taylor, Executive Director for Operations

Subject: STAFF ACTION PLAN FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF BELOW REGULATORY
CONCERN POLICY

Purpose: To inform the Commission of tte staff action plan for the
implementation of the Below Regulatory Concern Policy (BRC)
Statement. This plan was ori
Requirements Memorandum (SRM)ginally requested in the Staff

of October 13,for such a plan 1989, concerning
wasreiteratedinthe(revised))SRMofJune
the subject policy (Enclosure 1 . The need

28, 1990
(Enclosure 2). The Commission also requested an addition to
the plan concerning soma generally licensed products in an
SRM of August 15,1990(Enclosure 3).

Summary: This paper presents resource estimates and projected schedules
for activities related to implementation of the subject policy
as requested by the Commission, it also describos the activities
that have been initiated in these areas. The staff intends to
proceed with the activities outlined in this action plan unless
directed otherwise by the Commission. The resources known at
this time to be necessary to implement this plan are included4

in the latest revision of the Five-Year Plan. Additional
resource needs identified as a result of the studies-
(3(a)and7(a)below)conductedundertheplanwillbeincludedin;

future revisions of the Five-Year Plan.

Br.ckground:
!

-

The Commission has recently published the policy statement on~

below regulatory) concern (previously referred to as the'

exemptior, policy . The SRM of October 13 1989, directed the
staff to prepare an action plan to accomp$1sh certain acfivities (t)
involved in implementing that policy. This olan coverpfthose
activities identifiAd by the Comission at t1at time (items (3)t

| through (6) below) # reviously initiated activities which also '-

relatetoimplementingthepolicy(items-(1)and(2)below)I* emedi

;rd p h,,, iv oviaiir fr := ;tfer e-"4a dav 4-! a^w

Pb _b'"!!b5N"'h, .. !. /he SRM,of August IJ,1990
s v . e v i . , ,,, ...,r...., . uu uy u n u v ,. , , .,,y......-

Contact:
| C. R. Mattsen, RES

492-3638

--. , -- , - - . - . . - . . -- ..
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!

k
9 c h '' * ^ ' :; . pi;n; te conside emptions of
certain generally lm micensed devi t"; ;.. . ;' ;' r #:-
.i~;': :ntOg th; ;TJ, p;1';j. ( A'ces ht:

- 7).;

[/[heactivitiescoveredbythisplanare: '

(1) Rulemaking and associated tasks currently planned
or in progress that fall within the framework of the

; policy;

(2) Evaluation of and action on petitions for rulemaking
to establish or modify exemption levels;

(3) (a) A systematic assessment of existing exemptions
_in the regulations for conformance with the
policy, and

(b) Revision of those regulations identified in the
systematic assessment that require modification
to be consistent with the policy;

(4) Development of guidance on consistent implementation
of the policy in licensing actions and rulemaking;

(5) Development of a program of information'

dissemination coverning the policy and its
implementation;

(6) Development of a program to ensure that necessary
health effects research is conducted and the results
used to monitor the effectiveness of policy-
implementation; and

(7) (a) Evaluation of five identified generally ~1icensed
!

devices for possible exemption under the policy,
and

(b) Rulemaking as appropriate to exempt these,

devices.

Discussion: Activity-(1) includes: (a)developmentofinterimguidance
and rulemaking on residual radioactivity criteria for the~
release to unrestricted use of facilities and sites
(decommissioning); (b) development of residual radioactivity
criteria for equipment and materials (recycling); (c) t.ontractor-
study and eventual generic rulemaking for BRC waste (in
accordance with the December 2, 1980, advance notice of
proposed rulemaking); and (d) evaluation'of potential doses;from
reconcentration of radionuclides in sewage sludge to provide
input to a reconsideration of sewage limits..

,

- - =.. - - . - , . . - - , . . - - - . _ , - . . - - . , . - - _ . . - . - . .
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)

Activity (2)includesplanstoevaluateandrespordto
. anticipated petitions for rulemaking to exempt waste streams*

! from regulatory control. Two such petitions from Rockefeller ,

| Institute and one from-the University of Utah related to
.

biomedical wastes have been received.. A petition that had been
anticipated from NUMARC, requesting exemption of certain reactor1 -

L waste streams,-now is not expected in the foreseeable future,
i

! Activity-(3)(a), the systematic anusment of existing exemptions,
involves two steps. The first siss., identification of existing
exemptions in the regulations,. f e essentially-com)1ete. The

( list of exemptions is included as Enclosure 4.- Tie list ine'.udes
only those exemptions contained in the regulations-to which
the policy statement could be applicable that is those that'

involve release of radioactive material from regulatory control-
in some manner. Some exemptions are not written explicitly as

exemptions from specific regulations,f radioactive material.
rather they are

requirements pertaining-to releases o
All such regulations are included in Enclosure 4 for completeness.
However based on some reliminary considerations, certain of
theseWIllnotneedto e reevaluated in order to assure ~

. consistency of the regulations. For example, as noted in
Enclosure 4, three of the cited paragraphs, il 20.302,20.106(b),'

and 50.36a, allow for case specific exemptions and do not contain
specific criteria which esv 4 4e deemed inconsistent with the >

policy. <t u
,

inaddition,certainoftheseregulationsFnamely,il20.106(a)
(whichgovernseffluentstoairandwaters-and20.303(which
governs releases into sanitary sewage systems) are-intended to
ensure compliance with the overall dose limit and not'to ge-
nerically define as low a' is reasonably achievable (ALARA)

,

releases. Other effluen release limits either incorporate;

ALARA considerations generically or are otherwise lower than;- '

i the overall dose limit because of-generally applicable
i environmental standards of the EPA. In all cases, effluent- '

limits provide an upper bound'on controlled releases to which J
ALARA measures are to be applied by individual-licensees.- A :
revision of the overall limits for effluents presently contained
in il 20.106- and 20.303 is-included in the'overaII: revision of
10 CFR Part 20 which has been approved-by the Comission and !-

is undergoing detailed revisions in wording by the staff. !

-(This rulemaking would also add to 10 CFR Part 20 the requirement
. that ALARA be applied by all individual licensees.) Because=
L these limits'are so broad in their application, it is probably i

not practical nor desirable to attempt to apply ALARA generically !
as would be done for the more practice-specific regulations = 1
which were the focus of-the policy statement. i

;

However, as noted above, activity (1) includes;a reevaluation- |ofpotentialdosesassociatedwithsewagelimits.($20.303). .|L
,,

1

- , . .-a-~-.._ . _ _ . . _ _--..,.-.-a-.a--._ _ .. .__a . _ _ _ , . . . _.
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A contiactor study was initiated in 1987 and is schedultd for
completion by early 1991 (as shown in Enclosure 5). The staff
will consider whether further modifications to i 20.303 are
appropriate at that time.

Another regulation governing effluents Part 50 Appendix 1, <'

<..was developed as a generic ALARA regulation. Although
tech ~nology may be somewhat improved since the original(, v analysis, no major flaw has appeared in the original basis for

(( b" ,# these ALARA criteria. Therefore, the staff does not believe
that these criteria should be reexamined further.

The second step to be undertaken is to systematically assess
the doses for each exemption. This task will be accomplished
with contractor assistance, in those cases where the
exemption results in doses that exceed the individual and/or
collective dose criteria of the policy, a cost benefit
analysis will be performed to determine whether the doses
resulting from the exemption are ALARA. After these dose
estimates and subsecuent analyses are completed the staff
will be in a position to determine which exemption regulations
are candidates for revision in order to achieve consistency
with the policy. Examination of the principal literature on .

previous estimates of doses from specific exemptions has been
initiated. Existing dose estimates, if judged adequate, could'

be the basis for determining that the dose criterie of the
policy are unlikely to be exceeded. Also, existing analyses
may provide at least a partial basis for decisions on whether
ALARA is met for exemptions exceeding the dose criteria.
However, for consistency, dose estimation should be conducted

| as uniformly as practical with a consistent, up-to-date model
I and modeling assumptions. As indicated in Enclosure 5, the

preliminary schedule for completion of the assessment of
existing exemptions is September 19938 however, this depends
on the number and complexity of the ALARA analyses needed.

| Activity (3)(b) will involve the rulemaking actions necessary
to revise exemptions for consistency with the policy statement.'

The number and extent of these rulemaking actions cannot be
precisely determined until the systematic assessment has been
completed. However, preliminary reviews suggest that at least

,

six rulemakings are likely to be needed. Tne effort necessary
to conduct these rulemakings is included in the staff's resource
estimate. _ Any other ru'.emaking actions determined to be
necessary as a result of the systematic assessment will require
additional resources in the period 1993 and beyond.' The order
of the six rulemakings discussed below is not meant as an

| indication of their priorities.

- -- . . . . - - ~ . - . - . - .- . ,
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One rulemaking that has been identified by the preliminary
review as a candidate for conforming the regulations to the
policy would be reducing the specific individual dose
criterion in 10 CFR l 32.28 applicable to gas and aerosol
detectors (smoke detectors) from 5 mrem / year to 1 mrem / year.

'

The 5 mrem / year criterion was part of the initial rulemaking
for smoke detectors in 1969 and was compatible with the
developing industry's )ractice for the quantities of Am-241
used per detector at t1e time. As a result of advancements in
the design of smoke detectors and the issuance in 1977 of the
internationally accepted Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) smoke
detector standard with its recommended limit of 1 microcurie
of Am-241 per detector, manufacturers are generally making smoke
detectors which meet the 1 mrem / year criterion. Given the
present situation, an ALARA analysis wot Sd not support the
continued use of a 5 mrem / year criterion. Thus a rather
straightforward rulemaking would make this regulation consistent
with the interim criterion for practices involving widespread
distribution of materials in the policy statement. It would
preclude unnecessary * - - - - ' doses in the future and would -

e4ee be Pz', a consistent with the international '

regulatory comunity.

The second rulemaking that would appear to be necessary to
conform the regulations to the policy is a revision of 10 CFR
Part 40, " Domestic Licensing of Source Material," to ';; d e _o ~

the + ode 4y requirements and to improve tracking of exemptions ~

by the Commission. The staff has been aware.for a number of
years that such a rulemaking is desirable. In addition to
updating the sede6y requirements for the source material -

exem)tions, revision of the rule would appear to be critical
to tie ability of the Comission to monitor the effectiveness
of the policy and maintain total exposures from multiple sources
withintheappropriatQimit. A rulemaking to revise
10 CFR Part 40 ' 4 R y involve revamaing the regulation
to make it more consistent with the approac1 taken in
10 CFR Part 30 for the regulation of byproduct material and *y
s M seconsider other aspects of source material licensing
beyond the exemptions. Concerning the source material
exemations in Part 40, requirements similar to those applicable

totiedistributionofmaterialsandproductsexemptfrom@belicensing under Part 30, such as quality assurance, she
considered. Better controls and information on distribution
of source materials to unrestricted use may be especially
important to the Commission's stated intent to control " multiple"
exposures since the consumer products previously estimated to
produce the greatest collective exposures contain source
material. Before initiating this rulemaking, a preliminary _
research and cost effectiveness study would be conducted to.

determine the most effective approach.I

-. - _. - - --,
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A third potential rulemaking that may be necessary to achieve
consistency of the regulations with the policy statement would a

,

be modifications of references to an outright prohibition of |'

the use of radioactive material in food, beverages, cosmetics, !

drugs, toys, adornments, or otherwise designed for ingestion,,

! inhalation, or application to the human body. Some part of- '

this prohibition appears at least four places in the regulationr,,

(il30.14,30.19,32.11(c),and32.18(b)). Although this may'

be a relatively simple rulemaking, it may also be-controversial-
! and raise public opposition. Also, other agencies such as the i

Food and Drug Administration and the Consumer Product Safety.
Commission may have a regulatory interest in such modifications <;

Additionally, a rulemaking which should be seriously considered
would be to resume annual reporting of quantities of materials
and products distributed to exempt )ersons. Such a-

requirement would be in keeping wit 1 the Commission's stated =

intent that it will maintain cognizance over the types of
exemptions granted and the quantities of material distributed
under exemptionb. Since 1983, reports have been required only
every 5 years without the requirement-to break the data down ,

by years. This has made it difficult for the staff to,

maintain a clear picture of distribution trends of materials1

I and products to exempt persons. Information of this type will
| be importent if the NRC is to keep current on the amount of
i materials being released to unrestricted use and to carry out
i the stated intent to ensuro that the exposures of the pub'$c
! from all sources controlled by the NRC do not exceed 100 mrem /yr.

Keeping up with information on the distribution of materials.

I on an annual basis will also be important in achieving an effectiva
continuing public information program.'

,

In addition to these four rulemakings, the staff believes that
; two rulemakings to revise the exempt quantities and exempt .

concentration tables of 10 CFR Part 30 will be necessary after:

! completion of the assessment and calculation of doses based
-

-

j upon updated models and scientific information. However,
| these and other amendments and revisions to. specific exemption- '

'

regulations can only be initiated after completion of the review
and assessment of the respective (ndividual exemptions for

| consistency with the policy statement.

In addition to rule changes, there are ather documents, such4 .
'

as regulatory guides, standard review plans, and possibly
4 branch positions that may also need revision because of.
; inconsistencies either with the policy itself or with the

-

i amendments made to-the regulatlons. The staff has_ not yet
_

-

: identified all the specific-revisions that might.be needed and
; thus cannot estimate at this time what level of effort will be-

necessary. A- somewhat lower priority will be given to these2

tasks. Those revisions that reflect changes to existing- 1

.

.

I

_ . . . _ _ _ . . _ . _ _ . _ . - _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ . - . _ . . ..., , _ _ , , _ _ . , _ _ _ -_.,a
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l
I regulations governing exemptions or any new guidance needed
; for new exemptions would be initiated after the associated
| rulemakinD is W' 11 underway. One document that has been

identified is St ndard Review Plan 11.6, " Method for
Obtaining Approval of Proposed Disposal Procedures," which is '

presently under development by NRR. This SRP addresses -

requests for approval u.ider i 20.302 to dispose of licensed
material in a manner not otherwj a authorized in the

Since NMSS, NRR, W- Regional of fices,isposals,
w4%4nregulations. -

nt States can authorize these dJ% and the Agr e
a formal revie an with uniform criteria is needed in order -
to provide a consistent agency approach in staff evaluations. ~

One issue to be resolved is wheth9r BRC criteria are
applicable to actions taken under i 20.302 which do not

~ ~ ~

r43dre "_=ee' "= "e * 41e-fvtwe requirements @e. ,
3%y " net remove, materials from_m e * 'a'

regulatory control. A ;Wie dw4-with this issue, and -

others related to i 20.302 disposals, is the subject of a
separate Comission paper being prepared by the staff.

The remaining three areas of effort ;f it ' r that were ~ ~

specifically requested by the Comission in the
October 13, 1989, SRM(activities (4)through(6))are
relatively straightforward. Resource estimates for these
activities do not depend to any extent on the outcome
of the systematic assessment and associated rulemaking tasks.,

r i./
te for activity (4), the development of guidance for the staffyV' g to ensure consistent implementation of the policy, a task'
9 force approach has been used, involving knowledgeable staff-

- Mf from the various offices whose work will-need to incorporate
$s Wolicy.y Frderal Register notification of rulemakings and- "

| p".#.9 uh-
l licensfiig%ctions; war distr!Mted & My 30, !"^M -

' "-
-

As distinct from the development of Regulatory Guid]s
-

Other guidance will be developed 4#*g (t.nciosure ID). r

(
/o # g i .maner.

e mM
' associated with specific regulations, activity (4) is to b*W

develop generic guidance on BRC issues, e.g., criteria for (m W
defining a practice. see

#'In regard to activity (5) concerning information dissemination, "

GPA has prepared and is distributing the " plain English"
pamphlet on exemptions. In addition to that and other planned
information dissemination the staff has been and will continue
to be responding to many letters of inquiry,he writtenincluding a large '

number of Congressional requests. Besides t
documents, the staff is ectively presenting and explaining the -

policy in various technical, professional, and public forums.
Thi5 4 ires-travet= funds-W4dd4t40rteth2t:1f W :nd

; e % rt. Turthermore, the staff will maintain cognizance of-
efforts involved in a Comittee on Interagency Radiation

,

p-- r _,_.u. 3 _g , *---W1- 'w- u 3 y- *iy e - yw + +w
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Research and Policy Coordination (CIRRPC) initiative to develop
a national policy on education of the public regarding the risks
from radiation.

In regard to activity (t), concerning health effects research, )
{there are currently several initiatives underway. These *

include examination of effects from high-LET radiation for
incorporation into NUREG/CR-4214 and confirmatory research on
effects of hot particles on the skin. In addition, the NRC ,staf f participates formally in several authoritative comit-
tees and panels such as the CIRRPC Science Panel. There are
also other ongoing activities, such as attending professional
meetings and symposia and keeping informed about other involved
agencies' activities, through which the staff currently keeps
abrea p, of and encourages appropriate health effects research.
The task called for in this plan is to review, maintain, and
possibly augment the ongoing program to assure staff cognizance
of health effects research and ensure that necessary research
is conducted. In addition, this information will be utilized
in evaluating the implementation of the BRC policy. The staff
recognizes in view of the invaluable )otential information
on human health effects arising from tie accident at Chernobyl
and the dramatic advances in molecular and cellular biology in
the last 15 years, the need to maintain cognizance of the
field and to reflect the new information in NRC's regulatory
progretn. The importance of these events is det.cribed below.

. ..i s u . Y l

The ht:alth effects from the Chernobyl release could,te expected
to provide information on the healtQffects of +twen to the
NRC. 44though- Hy 'r, th: ig; t!=.- 7he Sovigs = 41 r,g
h prwHethepp?tudty Lto pither health effeiti7a~th."However3
they appear to have limiteil economic resources and thus plan

,

only limited n6tional support <for t W a wern . The US-USSR
Joint Coordinating Committee for Civilian Nuclear Reactor Safety
is currently preparing research protocols for work with the
Soviets.

'

In regard to the need for evaluating the advances in biology,
the staff is aware that a significant reduction in the
uncertainties associated with risk coefficients might be
achieved with a better understanding of the basic processes of
radiation carcinogenesis and mutagenesis through studies on
radiation effects at the molecular and cellular leycis. Of
course, the Departments of Energy and Health and Human Services
have the major responsibility for health effects research.
However, it is important that expertise in contemporary
radiobiology be maintained within the staff to prg erly advise
the Commission on and take advantage of advances in this science.

,

i
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To this end, a research program is now underway assessing the
-

utility of such studies to NRC programs and will be a catalyst
for future cooperative research efforts in this area.

wn ./ a > wf urav o f n ~ ' & * i

1h; M n ; Sf''ty ef h;d h hg $ spf,entifically valid
I

due ;.o BRC levels of radiation ;pr' health effects, if any,
research program that could meas e -

r::'.1 d' rr et , ^^ 'M k
n ' t : r.ing . 0 f *M a WeffE " ~ " * ^ ^ '+em -imp lemen t+t4cn
of the W-poucy, However, the effectiveness of the BRC
policy c'n be . evaluated wi+h a periodic review of the dose
estimates trom the aggregate of all the actual BRC p"ractices
that have been approved by the Commission. T' --

" -f-this-
i;d'sg2;;;;g h w = _. c h d ith antL- ;

;nh' n :f t ' y;r-- '- - ''- ' 'og Adenthwe
: y - , '= i ' i +r= " - - d m ~ 1 Pj : va 14 ? = d = = t
i - f :=ti- == ; f f d ,7. f,--ef " ' -- - - + " " - - f'

ti = i+4 ':7 a W i th. The freque
evaluationoftheaggregateddoseseh,negoftiepgriodic4d e f:S a the number
and kinds of BRC practices that the Commission ap) roves and-

that are implemented. jff the number of. approved 3RC practices

grows s igni':ca ntlyp9,a,-C ' '--- ' --"--'^- -: p_:M i additional resources < '! y ; ,,
1 c^" M e s m ted -

" ' ' "
' if

,. L ; / , - sopgety.orsoth/, \ |} s a wC -

Y" h,o.( a.s
/.-

*,.) t .v . .. o e
q. In regard to activity (?)(a), the evaluation of certain m. W 3

."p aererally licensed devica for possible exemption under the * "'o.c
policy statement, the analyses necessary are essentially the d'|Y"3 ,, ,same as for the reevaluation of existing exemptions. Five /
devices were identifieri by the staff in SECY-90-175 as
can.iidates for exempnon: (i)staticeiminatorscontaining
krypton-85; (ii) beta backscatter devices; (iii) gas
chromatographs containing nickel-63; (iv) x-ray fluorescence
analyzers containing cadmium-109 and iron-55, but excluding
those containing curium-244 and americium-241; and (v) certain
calibration and reference sources having small activities.
Dose estimates will be made for comparison with the BRC
criteria, and if necessary cost / benefit analyses will also be
done. Because the work to be done on this task is the same as
that for the reevaluation of existing exemptions and because
of the importance of using a consistent approach, activities
(3)(a)and(7)(c)willbecarriedoutincombinationwiththe
assistarce of a contractor.

Presuming that the above assessment indicates that certain
generally licensed devices sh~ould be exempted under the BRC
policy, appropriate rulemakings (activity (7)(b)) will be
initiated in FY 1993 as shown in Enclosure 5. As many as five
separate rulem: kings may eventually be undertaken. Resource
estimates for these rulemakings will be included in the next
u)date of the Five-Year Plan if the evaluations demonstrate
tlat exemptions are indeed appropriate.

.

..

..
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Resour'ces: The FY 1991-1995 Five-Year Plan includes resources to carry
out all of the known activities described above. The FTE
resources by Office for these activities are shown below:

FY 91 FY 92 FY 93 FY 94 FY 95
,

RES

FTE 7.0* 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0

NMSS
FTE 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

GPA
FIE 1.9 1.6 1.4 0.3 0.3

ADM
FTE 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

' jj 1, (, p,5 ?,5
TOTAL '

Includes 2 overhire positions.*

The above resource estimates generally represent minimum
requirements which could be higher depending on the difficulty
of the specific tasks-identified. In addition to the NRC
staff resources, an additional $0.5 million ser year in
contractor assistance has been included in tie Five-Year Plan
for the dose evaluations and the cost-benefit analyses of
activities (3)(a)and(7)(a). However, the total cost of
these activities cannot be determined at +.his time. The
actual cost of the dose assessments will depend on the.___-m., a _--_.-m_ . " -- " extent that existing
information can show consistency with the policy without
extensive reevaluation. The total cost for the cost-benefit
analyses and environmental assessments or impact statements &

will depend on the number of exemptions (and potentialg

exemptions) with doses exceeding the' criteria, on the
complexities associated with the specific exemptions involved,
and on the depth of the analysis necessary to determine
consistency with the policy statement. Based upon previous
experience, a full-Hown Environmental Impact Statement, if
necessary for one of the more difficult exemptions, could cost
$2 million. However,
products on a cost-ben / reexamination of some of the consumerefit basis covld be relatively simple in
somecasesandcons)derablylesscostly,

fp $ lld
'

.ddition, theae/ estimates include resources for development.

of the rules described above but do not include resources for
associated licensing and inspection activities. Resource

,

, - .-

.
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The FY 1991-1995 Five-Year Plan increased resources previously

allocated to BRC and now includes the resources known t be needed

to carry out the activities described in this plan. Sp cifically,

I have approved two ciarage positions for RES in FY 199 . Starting

in FY 1992, I have reprogrammed two FTEs from the RC high-level

waste program and have authorized one additional FTE for RES BRC
activities. Also, 3 have authorized the Director, RES, to begin
the hiring process for these FTEs, since a shortage of qualified
experienced personnel may make it dif ficult to carry out this plan
according to the proposed schedules.
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requirements for these activities will be estimated in the
regulatory analysis for each rule in accordance with standard
procedure and cannot be foreseen in sufficient detail at this
time to provide useful estimates.

As noted above, additional resources may also be needed:
(1) as a result of the sysunatic assessment of existing ,

exemptions, (2) if rulemakings are deemed appropriate for
exempting certain generally licensed products, or (3) if a
large number of documents such as regulatory guides, SRP's,
branch positions are determined to need revisi (;, T / /D I,

The FY 1991-1995 Five-Year Plan that was recently subm'itted to
the Commission includes resources known to ha needed'to carry
out the activities described in this plan. I '^% one new
FTE had been previously authorized for BRC M M 4" /" "
allowed two FTE's as overage positions, Q, and RES i:n 1992, t o-
IT" ' ., R. , g r a ' " 5 0 r:;r:;r:r:d f ra the ",. .: 4 .. :g w;g. ,

/ pp total of three additional FTE's per year)d t: E!!
,'m Qa\pr^ rr f t: :n: :dd"'-- " TE ::th: ':-y

P Sir ^ a ehe-te;e f,

ft .,t/ ti '' rv eli';cJ m,.g ri;n::d per ;nnsi ..j ;; k it dif'!:elt t: ;;r
i' ( fP a <: t th!: p t" =crer M te th: :r:pe:^d ::h^dth: :: .;;11 ;;ffy

./ /g yp
;

t,..l",t? : = t otheri" . espemib!!itie3, ; ,;;; : theri: d th Cir;;t hf'

./ a:0, te beg!" '* *ng en oJJitieral troms r!"' for On; ,,er'

+gr,,
Some details of the assignments and specific tasks will have

n ,' -- -- -
.

-

-, ,

',,/,4 tt !"
v , I '

t- to be determined as the program proceeds and the results of,e

" .S the systematic assessment of existing exemptions and the, . .

A pe .* evaluation of generally licensed devices become available,
,,t ' The staff will prepare a summary ^' th::: -^ _ z ts fort-

V Comission review when this effort is completed and the-
recommendations regarding rulemaking and regulatory guidance
revisions are available.

[oordination: GPA has concurred in this staff plan. The Office of the
General Counsel has no legal objection.

Recommendations: That the Commission note that:

1) The staff plans to aroceed with the implementation of
this plan unless otlerwise directed by the Commission.

4
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2) The resources necessary to implement known activities of
this plan have been included in the FY 1991 - 1995
Five-Year Plan.

1

,1
I

James M. Taylor. 1

Executive Director i
for Operations

1

Enclosures:
1. SRM dated 10/13/89 5
2. SRM dated 6/28/90 |

3. SRM dated 8/13/90
4 List of Exemptions
5. Schedules
6. Guidance on Federal Register

Notification dated 7/30/9D
, Distribution: STAFF ACTION PLAN /EDO CHANGES

M IB R/F - Cool
Subject File
Circ./Chron
JMTaylor, EDO
HRDenton, GPA
RBernero, NMSS
REMurley, NRR
WParler, OGC
ESBeckjord
CJHeltemes
BHMorris
FACostanzi
RMeck
CMattsen

*See previous concurrences

-RPHEB:RES*RPHEB:RESNDD:DRA:RES$ -D:DRA:RES( DD/GIR:RESk D:RES (Offe: RPHEB:RES*
Name: Mattsen:dm:sy Meck DCool Costanzi: BHMorris CJHeltemes ESBeckjord
Date: 4/19/90 4/19/90 4/19/90 4/30/90- 5/01/90 5/10/90 6/01/90
Offe: OGC* NRR* NMSS* GPA* EDO
Hame: WParler TMurley RBernero HDenton A JTaylor
Date: 3/20/90 3/19/90 3/27/90 '4/06/901 $/ -/90
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